Interesting gifts for beloved teachers: creative ideas
Teacher's day is globally celebrated for over 50 years, and a prerequisite for the organization of such festival was a document certified by the
Special intergovernmental conference on the status of teachers in Paris on the fifth of October 1966. The normative act with the title
"Recommendation concerning the status of teachers" was signed by all delegates of the International labour organization and UNESCO.
And now almost half a century many students and their parents on the eve of torments only one question, concerning the choice of a gift for the
teacher. Only a small part of students knows how to amaze teacher and not spend a lot of money on a surprise. All teachers, without exception,
will be much more pleasant will receive a gift of something made by children's hands of the pupils. Even if this is a common design card. But we go
even further, add your imagination and create not banal gift.
For example, it is possible to alter the clock that hang in the classroom. For this you need to replace figures funny pictures: bells, erasers, pencils
and other school supplies.

Gift with photo
If your class is graduating this year, you can make a memorable gift for the teacher. This can be a watch, t-shirt, cushion or a calendar printed on
the canvas photo. For a background to individual frames with the faces of the disciples and shared the photo with the teacher.

Gift for mom teacher
What kind of gift should think children of teachers?
You will definitely want to give my mother something original and personal. Like anyone else, you have to understand that all kinds of postcards,
pens and flowers are too clich, because a lot of these gifts to your mother in any case to bring home.
If your mom very often give flowers, even on weekdays, it makes sense to think about buying a large and elegant vases.
How to celebrate without sweets? You can order or independently to construct a candy bouquet, choosing only any treats mom.
Stationery cake will be the highlight of the evening. At least it's not dessert, but it is very useful and practical. Stocked buy office supplies.
This can be anything from paper clips and ending with the pencils. For the original presentation of the cake components are added in any
order and sealed with decorative tape. It is also possible to decorate wrapping paper and ribbon bow.

If you have &#8211; senior class
Every class is hatching his idea of gifts for teachers. But if you have not appeared any ideas, we recommend you to read the following list of
outputs from the situation:
1. The original bag. Teachers very often take home to check the notebook students, and presented a strong bag made with your own hands, you
will greatly ease their life. To decorate such a thing is possible with applications with the wishes of the honors.
2. Themed gift. Should you choose things, somehow connected with objects that teach teachers.
3. Alphabet, arithmetic tables, educational posters will please teachers in primary schools. They also will appeal to kids.
4. Video greetings from their favorite class for a long time will be able to understand the mood of the teacher. Besides, this gift does not require a
huge financial investment.
5. The medal with the rank.
6. Original and useful accessories memorabilia: mugs, notebooks, pens, flash drives with engraving.
7. Coffee basket prepared by their own hands. As a rule, it includes sweets, coffee, tea.
8. Perfect for creative kids – rehearsed theatrical performance.

Bouquet of sweets with their hands
Will make for a favorite buy essays teacher a bouquet of unblown buds of roses.
For work, we will need the following material:
candy;
scissors;
adhesive;
wooden kebab skewers;
thread;
corrugated paper.

Step by step guide:
1. Take the prepared paper and cut out identical squares.
2. Wrap chocolate squares. Tie the tails of thread.
3. Using a hot-melt adhesive connect the tail and skewer.
4. Of paper in a contrasting shade will cut out the rectangular elements and is rounded, its upper part.
5. Slightly stretch the center of our petals. Take a few petals, put them together, then wrap around the candy and firmly tighten the thread.
6. The number of such blanks can define yourself. The main thing – the bouquet should be a very good and massive.
7. Take a sheet of green crepe paper and make the workpieces for the leaves of the buds.
8. The tail of each green harvesting should be a little scroll with fingers. Then wrap the leaves prepared to Bud roses and fix the position using the
thread.
9. Cut extra pieces. Cut a green strip of sufficient length and a width of 1 cm, then attach it to the base with glue.
Tighten the material around the stem of the flower. The tip also should be good to glue, to avoid collapse of the structure.
10. Under this scheme, make the appropriate number of candy plants. The edges of the buds stretch a little bit.
11. Collect all the flowers in a single composition. Adorn bouquet gift wrap fancy ribbon and present to the beloved teacher!

